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Part 2 will follow, as I said Part 3 would be reader questions. (Yes, I know how to count! 1, 3, 2,
4, 5, 6….. see?) Here is one question so well presented, it's the basis for an entire post. As I
began to read it, The Committee jumped in to begin explaining, which leads us here.
The reader's story:
About 15 years ago or so, I had dinner with a family member of an acquaintance. During the
evening after a bit much to drink, he revealed he was suffering badly from miscommunication in
his marriage. He confided that his wife was cross with him, because he was keeping work secrets;
these were getting to him.
At first, I laughed this off, but then he reminded me who he worked for, a rather significant
HCP/family company that has a dynasty and legacy of building the America we know of today.
He then proceeded to tell me, there were actually 5 controlling families/entities controlling what
happened in the USA and in the world and no one could escape them one way or another.
He felt beholden and at the mercy of them, ruining his marriage and life in general. He let it slip
that the Vatican is one of them and started to say the others but then must have had a moment
of clarity and said he could not talk anymore.
One of the members [here on this website] posted a link about the Vatican's interference and
suddenly I was taken back to that night 15 years ago sitting with him sharing that drink as he
made this confession.
I wonder if the The Committee would comment as to whether these shifts and disclosures
occurring would bring this information forward to the general public and ultimately the loss of their
power, control and influence. I also suspect who are the other 4 entities/families he was referring
to, due to what I feel are my guides and HS [higher self?] nudging me along the way, throughout
my incarnation and what I have been told or seen. I know we are all in this together and excited
to see how this all unfolds.

The Committee tells a story, too.
"Our greetings, salutations and welcome to one and all. Know you should, that what we
offer here is read by agents of the entities and people in question, quite amused are they yet
not so much lately, the explanation for which we shall offer.
This story we shall explain first.
No secrets were being kept, because if this were the case, this man's wife would not know.
That she was aware meant he had told her things then refused to divulge more details
involved. That is not a secret. Many of these exist between humans, unknown because the
guardian angel guides have agreed to obey the wishes of their friend not ever to disclose
them. You humans do not know the quantity of secrets held by and between yourselves,
because they are what they are named. Just as you all withhold information and keep secrets
the vast majority will carry to the end of your Earth journey adventure, upon return home all
will be revealed. You will wonder about the fuss, yet remember what you learned by
considering and believing such secrets and the fuss about them, were necessary to your plan.

Better that we describe the origins, development and current state of what we have
suggested are the hidden controlling powers.
It is accurate to say the Vatican is one of the major controlling influences worldwide and
possibly the oldest, however all of you must remember you are people, you are individuals
and so are these organizations, simply people.
Because a person is a priest, employee or high official in the church does not automatically
make them an involved person in the methods, means & ways of control. We mention this
obvious point because it often is not so obvious. The general, recent trend across humanity
has been group identity over individual traits, characteristics and actions.
The perception of a trend or theme common to many group members does not mean every
group member has them. It is commonly believed that citizens of many a nation will use the
language most popular, in some places this is named an official language. You have all seen
examples of citizens in such places who do not know the principal language.
Religious faith was and remains an overarching element of many societies. The first
worldwide organization to achieve this transnational status became the Catholic Church.
The set of beliefs and faith are not the same as the organization, its administration of
hierarchy or effects from the business it is. Many people would dispute this, however we say
it with a conviction of viewpoint no human holds.
Organizations in the realm of HCPs grow as members are recruited and motivated; money is
always involved, being the principal social lubricant used to stimulate and maintain motion.
At some point, wealth is taken nearly or absolutely for granted, yet the effects it allows
exerted upon others also create an equally if not powerful effect on the motivator who
distributes the wealth. Or forces it along.
Fear also motivates well, until the threat which creates it, fades. Incentives deemed positive
do motivate better and longer; often a combination of threats and honey stimulate action the
fastest and most efficiently.
This have learned the HCPs. The operation of the Vatican is an ideal example, through
modern history.
The offer of hope, love and protection which draws members and money, has limits in the
same ways all things encounter constraints, for & among humans.
The intoxication offered by the exercise of power, in which money and wealth become but a
tool, technique or procedure, is almost impossible to remove from certain persons
accustomed to it.
All humans have limits to whatever consumption is chosen; sometimes the limit is
encountered as death. Mental consumption however, does not cause physical death nearly as
easily, yet is more habit forming, more seductive and more addictive.

The man described in this story was allowed certain knowledge and satisfaction in return for
work, but make no mistake, the truly powerful suffer no such anguish, difficulty or trouble.
The man here was a much lower level functionary whose word would never be taken
seriously, if at all, by anyone outside the organization where he worked.
He was involved by compulsion he believed voluntary, until it was too late. Upon discovery
of things truly occurring, he was too far compromised and too addicted to the physical and
mental benefits.
Crude examples of this occur inside criminal organizations well known to the general public
around the world. Workers are suddenly made witness to things which binds them forever to
the organization. Nearly immediately upon discovery of the true nature and scope of the
organization and acts, they see what was hidden from them previously; the flow of benefits,
privileges, power, position and wealth become obvious as being given for the specific
purpose of compromising them. They nearly immediately realize that only three acceptable
even if difficult choices remain; pass on or die, quit yet remain silent or continue.
If the taking of one's own life is selected, this eliminates risk to the HCPs. Quitting is also
acceptable because they are redundant; the organization is structured as a military force,
where succession planning is basic, integral and a foundation. The person involved is
unaware of his or her redundance and is led to believe the position and functions are unique
to her or him.
Upon voluntary departure, the member is warned and sometimes also paid after-the-fact,
after being closely watched to observe what might happen. If the person represents a risk,
s/he is eliminated and this is either an unexplained disappearance or a suicide. No
explanation is required for a disappearance, for absence explains itself. It is simple to make
death look self-inflicted.
These exit selections are rare, because the person at risk only becomes one after
demonstrating well a deep commitment and loyalty, and becoming enmeshed in many
compromising situations. S/he voluntarily joins the circumstances and conditions of
compromise, completely unaware that information is assembled to ensure loyalty through
fear. Only when risk of revelation becomes possible, does this person receive confirmation
of the compromises which could possibly be used to discredit him, her and every family
member and friend.
The other groups of hidden controlling powers operate through legitimate business entities,
and most carefully structure the organizations such that more than sufficient insulation
exists to prevent leaks at any juncture, joint or seam from endangering the enterprise
altogether.
Money is not the motivation, it is control. These entities and enterprises controlled, already
possess so much money and effective control over the issuance of even more, that its pursuit
has no inherent meaning or benefit.
The challenge being faced now, is complacence. These organizations have grown too
powerful, too comfortable and easy with their position and influence, coming to see
themselves as above the vast majority of humanity. True belief holds firm among them, that

societies would fall into chaos in most cases and disorganization even in the best of
scenarios, if their role were eliminated.
This is entirely untrue.
Many attempts to develop similar systems have been launched, humans refer to these as
empires. Earth history known and accepted contains many examples in all societies. The
challenge with many of them is the use of open intimidation, aggression and even war to
impose and dominate.
The current controlling forces around the world have carefully observed and adjusted to
prevent this yet have fallen into complacence. Overuse of distraction, indoctrination and
incentives have resulted in their excess comfort.
Political changes of the most recent half decade have occurred because of this, and new
methods have been employed in an attempt to re-establish control. Assassination of the US
president is no longer a viable technique, although intimidation by threat of same was
certainly attempted recently. It did not work, yet many parallel efforts were underway. As
you have seen, these also failed to return the HCPs to a position enjoyed as recently as five
years ago.
This most recent presidential election in the USA was carefully manipulated to finally
achieve what other methods did not. You are all watching the effects, including the
development and release of the virus one year before.
The solution and even antidote to these developments is humility, gratitude and
appreciation. Material success and wealth have come to Earth yet again, and once more have
erased knowledge and understanding of mankind's true nature.
What you the reader of our words can do is, understand what is happening, comprehend
what unfolds before you.
We first suggest you have compassion for the truly powerful, the true leaders of the HCPs,
which have been given many a name. The cabal, the New World Order, The Illuminati, The
Bilderbergers, hidden concealed powers have we used, and other names.
More than anything, these individuals need human acceptance, love and company. They
know not what they do, and upon discovery will face a difficult reckoning. You can lessen
this and if enough human souls wish mercy upon them, forgiveness will teach the easiest
and happiest lesson to them, and in turn will make you the compassionate the most happy of
all.
Next we suggest that you not become annoyed, angry, frustrated or bothered beyond a few
normal minuets of reaction, upon discovery of what has been occurring. It is normal as a
human to react this way; we suggest no one be abnormal. Once the moment has simmered
down —it always will after a few moments of slow and deep breaths— understand that
people have made decision to do certain things and they remain forever people. Forgiveness
is most in order, primarily to benefit each one of you. Forgive the individuals, for each of
them is and has a soul just as you are & have.

Because the long term, dedicated reordering of human priorities has occurred from sustained
indoctrination intended to refocus authority and control to the concealed powers, means that
many segments of mankind remain unaffected. It also means anyone can change course, and
when events to come force this change, you will be able to offer your silent compassion,
outright help and/or many things in-between. Do as you can and please, within the normal
limits your ability allows, and smile upon mankind.
Hopeful we are this brief explanation has helped the one and some of & among you, and we
ask always that you do return. Our good wishes and graces to all upon whom these words
arrive."

